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We’ve been able to make good, data-based decisions
via assessment for a long time. Now artificial
intelligence (AI) is making that process more
accessible, more affordable and more scalable.
As you’ll read in this paper, adoption of AI is happening quickly and
there is a huge amount of potential for AI in assessment to create
better outcomes for businesses.
The trend of businesses becoming a lot more analytical is healthy, but
there is a risk that organisations rush into buying technology-enabled
solutions without being clear about the problem they are trying to
address and what they want to achieve. We need to be clear about the
objectives and expected returns as we would with any other investment.
Technology alone offers just processing power. What we teach the
models, put into algorithms, and the insight from humans is where
the true value from AI is to be found. Therefore, developing the forces
that power the technology – psychology and human insight – is where
we as assessment providers are bringing our focus.
In this paper, we’ll look at how to make sure AI in assessment creates
the best outcomes for your business.
Alan Bourne
CEO & Founder, Sova Assessment
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AI IN THE LANDSCAPE OF
DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION

In a landscape in which organisational agility and
transformation are always on client agendas, AI has
the potential to do much good. The combination of
huge processing power and advanced psychology
can enable organisations to build the workforce
they really need, both now and in the future.
AI and automation may not yet be living up to its promises, but adoption
of AI, fuelled by significant investment, is happening quickly. An overall
shift towards data-based decision-making and evidence-based HR
practices thanks to the volume of data now available, have bought the
spotlight onto people functions.1 In a crowded and rapidly developing
marketplace, HR and recruitment technology buyers need to be wise
about choosing products and providers.

THE APPETITE FOR AI IN RECRUITMENT
According to LaunchPad’s research2, automation and AI are high
on the agenda for recruiters:

Over the next three years in-house recruiters would
like to make use of automation (72%), gamification (30%),
chatbots (28%) and AI (25%). However, whether they
believe their organisations will make the investment
is less certain with only a quarter (26%) believing their
business will be using AI in three years’ time.

While for now there may be a ‘shiny objects syndrome’ associated with AI,
there’s also a clear business case that will outlast the sparkle. The ability
to make good quality decisions about people will be the differentiator
between solutions.

1 http://marketing.bersin.com/rs/976-LMP-699/images/HRTechDisruptions2018-Report-100517.pdf
2 https://www.launchpadrecruits.com/whitepapers/changing-face-of-in-house-recruitment
3 https://www.appliedradiology.com/articles/a-promising-future-for-ai-in-breast-cancer-screening
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WHAT’S WORKING, WHAT’S NOT
Machine learning and AI are coming of age as tools rapidly become more
affordable, more accessible and scalable. As the adoption of AI speeds up
we’re also seeing more examples of it working well – and not so well.
In the medical world AI has been used to assist in distinguishing types
of cancer cells with nearly 100% accuracy, according to a recent study3.
The AI tool, that screens for breast cancer, has been shown to be as
successful at identifying cancer cells as human radiographers. While this
development won’t result in replacing radiographers, it has provided a
flagging system that will save lives. This is AI at its best – used in partnership
with human expertise, thoroughly evidenced and ethically applied.
Elsewhere, including in recruitment, AI has received some negative press.
A recent piece in the Guardian4 claimed the ‘automation revolution’ that
has brought algorithms and artificial intelligence into recruitment has
created a dehumanising, impenetrable, frustrating ‘grim reality’ to job
hunting in the age of AI.
Meanwhile, mathematician and data scientist Cathy O’Neill, calls out
algorithms as ‘weapons of math destruction’, sorting the winners from
the losers in her Ted Talk5 on the era of blind faith in big data. Most
recently, Amazon announced it was scrapping its ‘sexist AI tool’6 that was
found to favour male candidates over females in recruitment because of
the data on which it had been built.
The stories of AI gone-wrong are clear examples of where human insight
has been removed from the process; to the detriment of a model designed
with positive outcomes in mind. To get the best from AI we need to
manage the risks and make the most of the opportunities it offers.

3
4
5
6

https://www.appliedradiology.com/articles/a-promising-future-for-ai-in-breast-cancer-screening
https://www.theguardian.com/inequality/2018/mar/04/dehumanising-impenetrable-frustrating-the-grim-reality
https://www.ted.com/talks/cathy_o_neil_the_era_of_blind_faith_in_big_data_must_end#t-19697
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-45809919

The interest and enthusiasm
for AI in the radiologist
community has notably
increased over the last
12 to 18 months and the
discussion has moved on
from AI as a threat to how AI
will augment radiologists.
Simon Harris, report author
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MANAGING RISK AND
SEIZING OPPORTUNITY

Adopting AI in assessment has the potential to
enable businesses to make better, safer longer-term
people decisions that are fair, accurate, objective and
transparent. To take full advantage of the opportunities,
organisations also need to be aware of the risks that can
comprise success.
WHAT ARE THE RISKS OF ADOPTING AI
IN ASSESSMENT?
AUTOMATING INEQUALITY
This happens when powerful tools are used negligently. No one sets out
to perpetuate inequality, but AI used badly can embed stereotypes and
bias in organisations and in society. Virginia Eubanks’ book7 demonstrates
how this happens in practice through an example of a disabled girl,
Sophie, who becomes trapped in the US social system. During an
experiment in ‘eligibility automation’ by Indiana’s government, Sophie
became trapped in what Eubanks describes as the ‘digital poorhouse’
and lost vital assistance, due to mistakes in the automated process for
determining eligibility for services.

PREDICTING THE PAST
You need to be able to use AI to develop a workforce for the future, not
the past. In some cases, we don’t know what organisations will look
like in five years’ time and the characteristics that predict success now,
might not drive success in the future. For example, agility, resilience and
flexibility may be needed in place of diligence and attention to detail
when an organisation goes through change.

‘COMPUTER SAYS NO’
Think about how you feel when you receive an unusually big bill, get
locked out of an online account, or are held in a call-centre queue,
if there is no explanation, transparency or communication, you feel
disempowered. This feeling of alienation during the assessment process,
for example a lack of feedback or explanation around selection, is bad for
candidate experience and bad for brand.

7 https://www.nytimes.com/2018/05/04/books/review/automating-inequality-virginia-eubanks.html
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ETHICAL CONCERNS
There is a broad range of ethical issues associated with the use of AI.
One significant risk is that of amplifying adverse impact caused by
applying powerful tools to a process that isn’t right in the first place.
The same principles of fair and objective assessment need to be
applied regardless of the tools we use.

OVERCOMPLICATION
For an AI or machine learning model to be useful it doesn’t necessarily
have to be a very complex algorithm. Whatever, the solution, you need to
be able to explain it to a candidate who appeals against a decision or to
defend a position from a legal standpoint. We shouldn’t use technology
just for technology’s sake.

WHERE DO THE OPPORTUNITIES
IN ADOPTING AI LIE?
MORE RIGHT-FIT EMPLOYEES
Traditional assessment is like a hurdle race. Candidates complete one
narrowly-focused test at a time and at each stage some fall out of the
race. By using AI in assessment companies can analyse the whole-person
using predictive algorithms that measure candidates against the true
predictors of success. This means assessing all the factors that matter at
once, through one assessment, fairly and objectively, resulting in more
right-fit employees.

ELIMINATE BIAS
AI can help ensure the assessment process is fair and objective if models
measure candidates on only the factors that matter. Models validate all
their data points all of the time, so decisions made at scale are as valid
as those made individually. Algorithms can strip out inconsequential
information in a way that humans can’t.
However, this only delivers if models are focused on the real causal
factors, not spurious factors that feed even more bias. This requires
psychological expertise in designing models, not just throwing
processing power at data.

3-4
HOURS

BETTER CANDIDATE EXPERIENCE
Candidates can spend three to four hours applying for a job using
traditional methods8. Using targeted algorithms to define what is
included in the assessment process, the hiring process is far less
frustrating. Using AI means the candidate experience can be fast,
engaging, personalised, digitally enabled and simplified.

8 https://www.careerarc.com/blog/2016/06/14/candidate-experience-study-infographic/

The amount of time a
typical candidate spends
on one job application
using traditional methods
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HIRING EFFICIENCIES
A combination of reduced time to hire, reduced cost to hire, and reduced
attrition due to poor fit can all be supported by an AI-led recruitment
process. Using a combination of tools including blended assessment
and video interviews brings a level of efficiency to the process that's not
achievable with traditional methods.

A RICH DATA SET
Data gathered about candidates from the first interaction can be used
throughout the recruitment process, and later for learning, development
and career planning. This type of analysis is possible with traditional
methods too, but AI and machine learning make it more accurate
and manageable.

NAVIGATING THE
RISKS THROUGH
GOOD PRACTICE
We can navigate the risks and make the most of opportunities that
AI offers by adopting some good practices – just as we would with
assessment.
1.

Start with the right principles: Regardless of the technology, the
assessment process needs to be robust. AI should be used to apply
the same principles as any valid assessment but at scale and in a way
that is free from bias and adverse impact.

2. Be clear about the outcomes you want to achieve from the start:
and ensure there is no conflict between them. Think of Amazon’s
case where chasing one outcome (right fit for role) compromised
another (gender balance)9. Or, reducing cost, which should not be at
the expense of quality and fairness10.
3. Beware the fishing expedition: If you analyse a data set, you'll
find some relationships between data points. However, this is not
necessarily cause and effect. Start with a question you want to answer
to avoid a ‘data-fishing expedition’.
4. Focus on long term outcomes: Predicting short term outcomes
such as who will get through to the next interview or who will get
hired doesn’t help predict long-term success in a role and may lead
to some very spurious, biased results. Close the feedback loop by
linking to and analysing real measures of success and progression in
the role itself.

9 https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-45809919
10 https://www.nytimes.com/2018/05/04/books/review/automating-inequality-virginia-eubanks.html
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5. Future focus needs human insight: Data builds a robust picture of the
past but to make a judgement about the future you need human insight
too. Think of financial markets where data informs analysts, but forwardthinking human expertise is essential to then predict the future.

HOW TO DECIDE
AN ASSESSMENT
TECHNOLOGY PROVIDER
There has been an explosion of HR tech providers in the market in
recent years11. When considering providers for assessment, here are
some questions to consider.

WILL THE PLATFORM MAKE ASSESSMENT MORE
EMPOWERING AND TRANSPARENT?

Q1

As we saw earlier, there are risks associated with adopting AI in addition to the risks
that are associated with any method of assessment. Adopting AI is an opportunity to
improve accuracy, reduce adverse impact and minimise the risk of poor hires. The
provider should be able to defend and explain any outcomes from the model and
should have a process in place to make sure the model remains accurate and relevant.

DOES THE JOURNEY DISCONNECT AT ANY POINT?

Q2

Some current practices and systems leave the assessment journey feeling clunky – a
patchwork of technology interspersed with areas where human bias can compromise
the process. AI should make the journey more seamless from first engagement to
hiring decision. This includes personalised content, branding, language, assessments,
assessment centres and reports. Check whether the data collected during recruitment
and selection can be connected to training, development and career progression too.

WILL THE SOLUTION HELP YOU TO BETTER MITIGATE RISK?

Q3

As we saw earlier, there are risks associated with adopting AI in addition to the risks
that are associated with any method of assessment. Adopting AI is an opportunity to
improve accuracy, reduce adverse impact and minimise the risk of poor hires. The
provider should be able to defend and explain any outcomes from the model and
should have a process in place to make sure the model remains accurate and relevant.

11 http://marketing.bersin.com/rs/976-LMP-699/images/HRTechDisruptions2018-Report-100517.pdf
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WILL YOU HAVE TO MAKE COMPROMISES?

Q4

Whole-person assessment, made possible by AI, means you shouldn’t have to
compromise between outcomes. A whole-person approach enables you to identify
better-fit candidates and boost diversity, plus it's fast for candidates. Using AI, you can
ask less but learn more about people without taking any shortcuts. Tour assessment
provider should be confident in asking the right questions, challenging you and
supporting you to achieve the best outcomes.

WILL USING AI ENSURE YOU GET THE OUTCOMES YOU NEED
FROM YOUR ASSESSMENT?

Q5

Best practice in assessment is outcomes-led12 and using AI enables us to monitor
progress towards those outcomes in real-time. Check your assessment provider closes
the feedback loop by monitoring on the job performance and progression and feeds this
back into the model. AI means we can be future-focused; analysing the true predictors
of success in a role without being restricted by frameworks anchored in the past.

WHERE TO NEXT FOR
AI IN ASSESSMENT?
In 1996 when chess champion Garry Kasparov was first
pitched against the IBM super-computer, Deep Blue,
he won13. His tacit knowledge had an edge over pure
processing power. Only when another world class chess
player taught the algorithm new tactics did Deep Blue
defeat Kasparov.
Human insight, including the ability to predict an opponent’s next move,
made Deep Blue more powerful. The same is the case in our world, we need
psychology as well as technology for AI in assessment to work at its best.

TO FIND OUT MORE
about how you can offer
an alternative to traditional
assessment, please get in touch.
info@sovaassessment.com
www.sovaassessment.com

Using AI to augment human activity is where technology adds most
value and at Sova we’re working to develop our psychology alongside
our technology. We’re building increasingly predictive models that layer
factors related to success in an organisation such as engagement and
retention to build a more comprehensive picture.
We’re also working to join up the journey from screening to video
interview and onwards into development and career planning. Enabling
companies to take a holistic approach to talent throughout the whole
employee lifecycles is something we want to support.
12 http://marketing.bersin.com/rs/976-LMP-699/images/HRTechDisruptions2018-Report-100517.pdf
13 http://theconversation.com/twenty-years-on-from-deep-blue-vs-kasparov-how-a-chess-match-started-the-big-data-revolution-76882

ABOUT SOVA
We believe that an organisation’s ability to thrive depends on its
people. That if you have the right talent strategy and make the
right people decisions, your business will achieve its ambitions.
Our talent assessments provide a future-focused view of people
and potential, for recruitment and development, at every career
stage, at every level. We’ve drawn on the best of science and
the best of technology to offer a seamless assessment solution
that is personalised, fair, and affordable.
We help to put people in the right roles, in organisations
that share the same values and aspirations, and where they’re
supported by leaders who will enable them to flourish.

CONTACT US
info@sovaassessment.com
www.sovaassessment.com

